
 

Varitrex Teleprof Flex telescopic folding ladderVaritrex Teleprof Flex telescopic folding ladder

✓ Professional useProfessional use

4 independently adjustable feet

Ideal for use on uneven surfaces or a staircase

Stable thanks to flared beams and non-skid feet

Varitrex Teleprof Flex 4 x 4. Telescopic folding ladder for the professionalVaritrex Teleprof Flex 4 x 4. Telescopic folding ladder for the professional

The Varitrex Teleprof Flex is a telescopic folding ladder. You can use the folding ladder in A-position or in the ladder position. The ladder can be adjusted
telescopically, so that you can use it easily on an uneven floor, e.g. in a stairwell. The feet can be adjusted independently. Tackle any professional task with the
Varitrex Teleprof.

The horizontal work surface provides comfort. Thanks to the flared beams and anti-slip feet, you are always safe and stable. The unique 3-PIN autolocking® hinge
system locks the ladder into any position. Guaranteed safety!

Adjustable feetAdjustable feet

Each foot can be adjusted independently. Up to 25cm. The ladder is therefore perfect for use in a stairwell.

Smart hinge systemSmart hinge system

Having gone through 12,000 cycles, the 3-PIN autolocking® hinge system has been thoroughly tested. Optimum safety and reliability.

Multifunctional and telescopicMultifunctional and telescopic

The Varitrex Teleprof Flex can easily be changed to another position: A-position or ladder position. Also ideal on uneven floors due to the
telescopic mechanism.

Stable and secureStable and secure

Bended beams and anti-slip feet provide guaranteed stability and security. No matter which position you use.

Compact and easy to storeCompact and easy to store

When folded, the ladder takes up very little space. It will fit into any van.

Multiple positions, different heightsMultiple positions, different heights

Position the folding ladder in the desired position so that you can reach the height you need to complete your job.

Product specificationsProduct specifications

Item numberItem number RungsRungs storage length (m)storage length (m) max working height general (m)max working height general (m) weight (kg)weight (kg) stabiliserstabiliser floor surface (m2)floor surface (m2) EANEAN

503756 4 x 4 1,25 5,00 14,50 No 1,54 x 0,59 8711563166813
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